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In the name of Allah the Merciful
These terms are the terms which were agreed on between the Ghurfa ‘Amliat “Libik Ya Ukhtah”1 and
Wahadat Himayya al-Sha’ab YPG [The People’s Protection Unit (YPG)].
1. The offenders will hand over their weapons to the Sharia Committee in the Ghurfa ‘Amliat
“Libik Ya Uktah” in addition to the evil of the two mediators:
 Tajam Fastaqim Kama Umirt [The Fastaqim Kama Umirt Union2]
 Farqa 16 [Brigade 16]
With Wahadat Himayya al-Sha’ab YPG represented during the investigation and the trial, it was
agreed that the headquarters of the Sharia Committee will be the headquarters of al-Shubha alShamiyya in Sheikh Maqsud.
2. The person who had been forced to shoot at the same committee that leads the
investigation and follows the actor who shot at the buildings of al-Kastlu and Rahba, will be
handed over.
3. The Eastern connecting checkpoints of Sheikh Maqsud will be isolated from the Western
ones.
4. Sheikh Maqsud is one of the liberated neighbourhoods of Aleppo and the same applies to it
as applies to the neighbourhoods of Aleppo that share the same status. It is not selfgoverned.
5. The harassment of3 women is forbidden, and this applies to all factions inside the
neighbourhood, as in any other neighbourhood in liberated Aleppo.
6. It has been agreed that all prisons in all areas will be ‘whitened’4. The shared factions in
Ghurfa ‘Amliat “Libik Ya Ukhtah” pledge to follow up all detained Kurdish prisoners in
factions and ensure their safe departure
- Note:
- The implementation of the terms will take effect from Monday 16 Rajab 1436,
corresponding to 4/5/2015.
- The ‘whitening’ [emptying] of the prisons will take effect from the same date for a
period of maximum 5 days.

Ghurfa ‘Amliat “Libik Ya Ukhtah”

The President of the Office of Security Relations of
Wahadat Himayya al-Sha’ab YPG

[illegible]

[illegible]

1

Background note: Operations Room set up by FSA in Sheikh Maqsud in 2015 opposed to Kurdish Defence
Forces. Roughly translated the name of the group is, ‘At Your Service, O Two Sisters of His.’ [KM].
2
Literally ‘Union of Be Upright as Ordered’
3
Or ‘search for’
4
‘whitening’ of prisons, refers to the release of all prisoners detained to minimize the labour pool of fighters
who are not charged with a specific crime.
[Non-official translation by Simen Jordsmyr Holm]
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